
 
 

 

Macky joined the team at JTC Education to help students in 
11+, KS3 science, and biology at all levels. Biology is integral 
to understanding the mechanisms and structure of life; but 
with innumerable facts to remember many students can find 
this subject difficult to wrap their head around. That’s why in 
Macky’s lessons he hopes to break difficult topics down into 
smaller, more digestible chunks, whilst still challenging 
students to learn more of the minutiae of the subject. Macky 
adheres to the belief that any goal is achievable with hard 
work and the correct mindset.

Tutoring Experience 

Tutor Bio: Macky  

Education

✦ BA Natural Sciences: Psychology, Neuroscience and Behaviour, Cambridge 
University, (2:1) 

✦ 3 A*s at A level (Biology, Maths, Chemistry) 

✦ 8A*s at GCSE level 

Subjects / Exam Boards 
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✦ KS2: 11+ Entrance Exams (including Dubai College) 

✦ KS3 Science 

✦ GCSE/IGCSE: All exam-boards for all sciences 

✦ A level: All exam boards for Biology  

✦ IB: Biology HL and SL 

✦ University admissions: UCAS personal statements, Oxbridge interviews. 
 

Macky has been tutoring science and maths to students in the UAE, China and the UK for 
the past three years. He is an incredibly patient tutor with a fun and dynamic approach that 
leads to boosting grades. In particular, last academic year he helped students in KS3, 
GCSE, A level and IB, as well as assisting with essay-writing tasks for the IB Diploma 
Programme.
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Testimonials 
✦ “Macky has been amazing in providing lessons which are tailored to our son’s needs, 

preparing and reinforcing the topics which he’s been struggling on with a friendly and 
patient manner. Our son has been able to benefit greatly from his tutoring which is 
reflected in his school reports and improved attitude to learning.” - Parent

✦ “With Macky’s great support, especially during the time before tests and examinations, it 
has been much easier for our daughter to get the high scores she has been receiving in 
tests. She’s finally starting to realise her academic potential, and that’s in great part thanks 
to Macky. Thank you!” - Parent

✦ “I think lessons with Macky are super engaging as he tries to make all topics interesting 
and fun, whilst incorporating everything that needs to be known for the exam. He’s really 
kind and understanding, especially when I don’t quite understand a topic or question. I 
really enjoy my lessons with him.” - Student


